SCAVALYMPICS PAGE

The judging of this page is done en massé starting at 10:30 AM, Sunday, May the 5th, unless otherwise noted. Competitors will assemble on the section of the Midway in front of Ida Noyes.

1. **Target cheese log caber toss.** Toss a cheese log caber-style (end over end) to an immobile team mate at least 20' away. If the team mate catches (judge's interpretation) the cheese log points will be awarded for distance. The cheese log must have a surviving section of at least 1' in length upon reception/impact. (10+ pts. for competing, 45 pts. for first place.)

2. **Gross-out pizza.** Make a pizza 30” in diameter and cut into 24 slices. Points will be awarded for eating other team's pizzas, and for having a pizza that no one has eaten, or is willing to eat. Your team must also provide a pizza committee consisting 3 tasters, and one pizza custodian. (Pizza ingredients may include any non-toxic edible substance that is not designed to induce vomiting. Foodstuffs on the pizza must be unspoiled and cannot require additional manipulation to be safely consumed (e.g. whole fish). External doctoring of the pizza to decrease it's appeal is prohibited. *The idea behind this event is to have a gross, but not harmful, or lethal pizza.*) (5 pts/slice + 35 pts.)

3. **Ketchup Balloon Toss.** Much like a kraft-juice balloon toss, but with ketchup instead of kraft. Points awarded for distance between throwers. (10+ pts. for competing, 35 pts. for first place.)

4. **Ambassador Kosh-off** (a team member dressed in an encounter suit to say cryptic things when the judges ask them questions.). (30+ pts. for competing, 60 pts. for first place.)

5. **Blood.** Team members to donate Blood to the United Blood Services Scavenger Hunt Blood Drive on Friday, May 3rd from 10 AM to 7 PM. *Remember to bring donor ID.* UBS will be set up in the Ida Noyes Cloister Club, and in a Blood Mobile at Hutchinson Commons. Once blood is donated, report to the Scavenger Hunt Judges on site to record your donation. THIS IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY, IF YOU DO NOT REPORT, WE WILL NOT RECORD YOUR DONATION. (20 pts. per pint, 500 pts. maximum.)

6. **Have your team's name put on a banner and flown by airplane in front of Ida Noyes at 2:00 on Judgement Day.** (187 pts.)

7. **An HTML Web Page,** Netscape reachable and linked to The Student's Homepage Directory at the University of Chicago College HomePage and titled "team name"'s Scavenger Hunt Home Page.* Our last check will be 10:00 pm Saturday the 4th. Be sure to include links you think we'd enjoy, and pictures of your team and some of your items (2-55 pts., judge's discretion)

8. **A homemade 9” cherry pie for a pie eating contest.** The pie must be eaten without hands, and while wearing item 69 (20 pts. for competing, 52 pts. for first place)

9. **A drag race.** All participants must be male and be wearing high heels (stilettos or high-heeled boots, I'm not particular) of at least 4 inches in height, in addition to dresses, wigs, makeup and fake breasts. (20 pts. for competing, 60 pts. for first place.)

10. **Cockroach races.** Be sure to paint your roach in the team colors, and bring a 20” cardboard tube. (Note: The Scavenger Hunt Judge's team color is roach-color, any other colors are acceptable). (20 pts. for competing, winning roach gets freedom and 50 pts. for team)

11. **Make a paper airplane to be flown for distance, contest during judging.** (10 pts. for competing, 30 pts. for first place.)

12. **Get Jay Leno to mention your team specifically on the Tonight Show™, wishing it luck, on Thursday or Friday.** Hefty bonus points for a guest appearance. (75 pts, 150 bonus pts. for a "live" guest appearance.)

13. **A slow bicycle race.** Contestants on their bicycles must move along in a straight line, as defined by Scavenger Hunt judges. The last bicyclist to cross the finish line is the winner. Contestants must not put their feet down, or use any other methods to remain upright other than balance. Bicycle tires must be "standard" size. Contestants falling down will be disqualified. (15 pts. for finishing, 60 pts. for last place.)

14. **A tolerance contest using habanero chile peppers, you may bring one glass of milk for relief after the contest.** (15 pts. for competing, 40 pts. for first place)

15. **A clean designated area at the end of the Hunt, including debris on the Midway.** (100 pts., no one gets any money unless all the areas are clean, we are not kidding!)
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16. A Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation Emergency Cart. (150 pts.)
17. A sailboat. (2 pts per foot)
18. Team member with a bone in their body that is broken (no points for loopholes). (30 pts.)
19. Death warmed over. (5 pts.)
20. A person with a birthday like 8/8/88, 7/7/77, 6/6/66, 5/5/55 etc. (47 pts.)
21. 4 matching sequined outfits (a la "Sha-na-na"). (32 pts.)
22. An item identifiable from the Sybaris™ (12 pts.)
23. A rabbi eating sushi. (32 pts.)
24. Students from Northwestern, UIUC, DePaul, Loyola, The Art Institute, UIUC, and IIT. (24 pts.)
25. A butter churn. (30 pts.)
26. An expansive model electric train set. Bonus points given for scenery and other accessories. (30 pts. plus 0-46 bonus pts. at the judge's discretion.)
27. The lyrics to a song entitled "Ted O'Neill: Dean of Love," to be performed for the judges. (25 pts.)
28. A god with feet of clay. (7 pts.)
29. Rita Hayworth (15 pts.)
30. A complete set of hand bells. (80 pts.)
31. Tree a freshman (32 pts.)
32. A frogman. Be sure to include mask, flippers, oxygen tank, spear gun, and sidekick "Frenchy." (25 pts.)
33. A menu from Charlie Trotter's. (21 pts.)
34. A Whack-a-Mole™ arcade game, with the heads of the moles replaced by the heads of the six most recent Miss Americas (including the current one, color copies are fine). (66 pts.)
35. Where is the mythical Bubba-Gump shrimp company originally located? (2 pts.)
36. A replica of the 'C' statue on State Street made of three containers of Float™ in three different colors. (31 pts.)
37. Do The Hustle. (20 pts.)
38. A newsworthy figure and his/her headline clippings (from a REAL newspaper, the HPH, and U of C publications don't count.). (40 pts.)
39. A professional singing, dancing, etc. telegram plying their trade. (54 pts.)
40. Sideburns, sunglasses, sequins, and fried chicken, Harold's, for the King, baby. (20 pts.)
41. 100 used wine corks. (33 pts.)
42. A police escort, with lights flashing and sirens blaring. Points to be awarded for number of officers in full dress uniform, number of squad cars, number of motorcycles, and a bonus if each vehicle has a box of Dunkin' Donuts™ in the trunk. (75 pts. per car/two officers (up to 4 cars), 20 pts. per motorcycle with officer (up to 2) and 10 points for the doughnuts.)
43. A still-life containing taxidermy, star fruit, grapes, a dagger, pipe cleaners, and the Reality™ female condom. (18 pts.)
44. A registered Libertarian. (45 pts.)
45. A street luge and team member with appropriate safety gear. (70 pts.)
46. A 3-page written essay detailing your take on the deeper hidden past of a character from the Star Wars trilogy, not regurgitating events from the movies, but nevertheless providing insight and, as George Stocking puts it, "a serious engagement with the text." The essays will be collected by the Scavenger Hunt Judges. (16 pts.)

47. A dental dam and a copy of a standing state law (official, i.e. from legislative records) that prohibits oral sex as an "abominable and detestable act against nature" (or words to that effect). Bonus for a legislator from that state to explain how much they hate oral sex. (12 pts. + 48 bonus pts.)

48. Items to be announced at judging

49. Pierced nipples and other body parts to be chained together, but there must be at least two nipples involved. Extra bonus points for a chain that links more than one person together (be sure not to wander off). (10 pts. per body part + 10 pts. for a "link" between people, 90 pts. max.)

50. Push the envelope (3 pts.)

51. A complete set of Dreadnoks (27 pts.)

52. What is the name of the four-winged, ithyphallic demon statue featured in the Exorcist, and where can it be found? (4 pts.)

53. Extract a fetal pig heart and brain in 1 minute. Organs must be intact. BYOP. (55 pts.)

54. The professor with the most joint appointments you can find (bring course catalog as proof!). (15 pts. + 10 pts. for every appointment beyond two, 55 pts. max.)

55. From the X-Files, who is Owen Jarvis, and what about him is peculiar from a medical standpoint (3 pts.)

56. A hang glider suitable for human-sized hang gliding. (60 pts.)

57. A nasty-looking rash. (27 pts., judge's discretion)

58. Cook us a meal, no electricity, no building fires, but still, cook us a meal. Meals will be judged on taste, so avoid liver or calf brains, but other stuff is okay. You will have the duration of page judging to cook the meal. Teams reheating leftovers will be struck hard (again?) with the ugly-stick. (10 pts. for palatable, 25 pts. for tasty, 35 pts. for yummy, 50 pts. for finger lickin' good.)

59. A Darth Vader Helmet (the good kind) covered with pieces of multicolored dried bubblegum (21 pts.)

60. An envelope, with postage paid, to be mailed to Mike Royko, with the message "Dear Royko, Having a great time, wish you were here! Luv, Scavenger Hunt." printed on a copy of an arrest report for a DUI/DWI enclosed. Return addressed to Genghis Kraken care of the RSO Office in Reynolds Club. (45 pts.)

61. A men's lacrosse player in full uniform of a competitive Division I team (w/padding and lacrosse stick typical to their position.) (19 pts.)

62. Who is Rudolph Haffnerreff? (4 pts.)

63. A Qawwali singer to sing for us (impress us). (Bonus points for accompaniment (if it's good) we would accept tabla, surud, violin, ney flute, harmonium, or mridangam.). (0-65 pts., judge's discretion, + 15 bonus pts. for accompaniment, also judge's discretion)

64. A Resident Master action-figure with appropriate accessories (make it good). (76 pts.)

65. A 5-ball cascade with pieces of uncooked chicken dipped in motor oil. (23 pts.)

66. Recitation of any film of the Star Wars Trilogy from memory. We will give you a lead-in line and then you must recite until we tell you to stop. Be sure to include all major sound effects. (60 pts.)

67. A bottle of Flintstones™ vitamins with the heads bitten all of the Freds. (18 pts.)

68. A Red Suit™, meaning the red-colored full-body suit of foam-padding used in hand-to-hand combat training of law enforcement officers. (54 pts.)

69. An "accommodator" ala Mirsky's Worst of the Web (2/96) to be worn by a team member for the duration of the page. (69 pts.)

70. A Playbill from a Tony Award Winning Broadway Show. (10 pts.)

71. Bake a cake internally. A team member must consume (separately, but in this order): a box of cake mix, two eggs (raw), 1/2 a cup of vegetable oil, 1/2 cup of water, 4 tbsp. of butter or margarine, a half a jar of Betty Crocker™ "miscellaneous crud" frosting (i.e. the kind with integral sprinkles), and a birthday candle within 6 minutes. After you're done, you can wash it down with a glass of soy-milk. (71 pts.)

72. The son of a preacher man. (24 pts.)

73. Who is Mirdad Dzombic? Draw us a picture of him. (21 pts.)

74. A wooden practice dummy, as seen in Rumble in the Bronx. (46 pts.)

75. A team member to have homage paid to Francois Gaudard's (a U of C Egyptologist) hair upon their head by duplicating his hairstyle exactly. (71 pts.)

76. A desk blotted out that isn't black or green. (8 pts.)

77. A solid cube of sponges 2x2x2 (36 pts.)

78. She-Ra™ and He-Man™ action figures. (20 pts.)
79. A Quickening, there can, of course, be only one (and make it good). (5 pts.)
80. A cotton gin. (45 pts.)
81. A replica of Magritte's "On the Threshold of Liberty" done entirely in reinforcements, i.e., those things you put on loose-leaf paper to keep them from falling out of your Trapper. (29 pts.)
82. A National Guard detachment in combat fatigues with disaster-aid equipment and a National Guard All-Terrain Personnel Transport (the large tank-like thing). (at least 10 guardsmen). (200 pts.)
83. A disco inferno. (10 pts.)
84. A credence clearwater revival. (13 pts.)
85. School bus filled to capacity with school children. (Make sure the children demonstrate proper evacuation procedures.) (76 pts.)
86. 95 Windows, each one having something seriously wrong with it. (80 pts.)
87. Complete lyrics to Loretta-Lorette. (9 pts.)
88. A big scar. (3 pts./inch, 99 pts. maximum)
89. An interpretive dance of the 30 Years War. Include all 4 phases. Be sure to include a successful interpretation of the Defenestration of Prague. (30 pts.)
90. Snail, pail, grail, quail, and ale. (15 pts.)
91. A working squirrel trap made from milk crates, a pomegranate, nylons and a machete. Demonstrate its effectiveness on a FAKE squirrel. (19 pts.)
92. The Bionic Woman™ board game. (27 pts.)
93. Any real person who is or has been a candidate for nomination by a large national political party for President of the United States. (70 pts.)
94. GRE, LSAT, MCAT, and GED admission tickets for the same person. (35 pts.)
95. Someone to consume 1 tablespoon castor oil. (23 pts.)
96. An EadsBridge. (145 pts.)
97. Northwestern Student dressed in USC clothing with sign "we luv Keyshawn Johnson." (27 pts.)
98. Bald people with velcro strips for hair to stick together for the duration of the judged page. (30 pts.)
99. What scores were given to Atlanta by the cities Belgrade, Manchester, Melbourne, Toronto, and Athens for the election by the IOC of the 1996 Summer Olympics host city? (29 pts.)
100. A Hugo in a Yugo. (85 pts.)
101. A game of strip go-fish. (17 pts.)
102. Any Yoko Ono solo album (19 pts.), none if its played at the judging.
103. An electrical banana, an epistle to Dippy, and a sunshine superman (make it good). (23 pts.)
104. Frolic (9 pts.)
105. A member of a losing SG party (including the exiting administration) to be pelted with eggs and tomatoes. (34 pts.)
106. Make a successful international collect call. (95 pts.)
107. Someone dressed as the Deacon (Dennis Hopper's character from the movie Waterworld, we know, we're sorry...). Be sure to include the chinstrap eyepatch. (26 pts.)
108. A conspiracy of cartographers. (25 pts.)
109. Your team's self-constructed, high-powered dragster with a parachute as it's only braking device to be raced (individually) down the Midway. Be sure to use a MAGLITE™, 12 condoms, and a whole roll of duct tape in the construction. (53 pts.)
110. Full suit of can-mail armor (made exclusively from non-crushed aluminum cans) suitable for a person 7' tall at the shoulder. (51 pts.)
111. An Orgasmatron (make it good) (0-25 pts., judge's discretion)
112. A team member legally named "The Admiral" (31 pts.)
113. Ultrawig (11 pts.)
114. The heaviest hiking backpack you can manage, with all inside gear being at least reasonable (skillet: OK, television: forget it). You may strap on accessories to your heart's content, but the configuration must be at least carrable by a human being of standard physical proportions. (repetition of items of is subject to judge's discretion.) Don't forget to pack a bathroom scale, a hammer, and at least 47 pairs of underwear, (.5 pts/pound, 85 pts. maximum)
115. A hurl-gurdy and a large stuffed monkey. Bonus points will be awarded on the size of the monkey. (50 + 0-20 pts., judge's discretion)
116. A member of the NRA or the John Birch Society to be tied up and beaten with a stick until he recants. (Be sure to fulfill the item's requirements.). (43 pts.)
117. A farrier with the tools of his trade. (32 pts.)
118. A Star Trek: The Next Generation uniform to be worn by a team member. (20 pts. for a standard uniform, 35 pts. for the funky jacket Picard wears in Generations, 45 pts. for an admiral's dress uniform, 65 pts. for Klingen- or Cardassian-wear, 10 pts. for Deanna Troi's outfit, less fabric, less points)
119. How many cars, including engine, are on the Chattanooga Choo-Choo at the Railroad Museum in Chattanooga? (20 pts.)
A fleet of remote control helicopters (flying) and Flight of the Valkeries blaring on a big-ass stereo. Bonus points will be awarded on number of aircraft above two, size of stereo, and version of music. (80 pts., 25 pts. per additional `copter, +10 pts. for a truly big-ass stereo, +5 pts. for the correct version of Flight?, 195 pts. maximum.)

Goth-chicks. (10 pts. per, 50 pts. maximum)
a diploma from Bob Roberts University. (27 pts.)
A bridge over troubled tuna (12 pts.)
a correct rendering of the university coat of arms. (8 pts.)
Pan troglodytes. (12 pts.)
A menu from Micks, Atlanta (31 pts.)
a tale full of sound and fury, told by an idiot, signifying nothing. (7 pts.)
a "fort" built from mattresses, big enough to hold six standing adults. (47 pts.)
a cat scan of a cat. (20 pts.)
A shopping cart, filled with bricks. (25 pts.)
A memo, typed on K&G stationery, expressing concern about "the roaches." (9 pts.)
A team member shall snarl at the judge, in Russian, "I am going to buy a green lampshade." Bonus points for intimidation factor. (8 pts., +4 bonus pts.)

A depiction of an albino buffalo. (8 pts.)
A red herring. (12 pts.)
A ball-gag. (24 pts.)
a plush toy Glyptodon. (18 pts.)
A couple in argyle evening-wear. (45 pts.)
A clock that runs backwards. (34 pts.)
A short shameful confession. (7 pts.)
a trebuchet to launch a pineapple over the mounted knight statue on the Midway. (88 pts.)
a person who is legally a munition subject to export restrictions. (21 pts.)
A capoeirista (28 pts.)
a talking children's toy that has been "repaired" to say things inappropriate to it. (0-25 pts.)
a copy of Report from Iron Mountain. (20 pts.)
GI Joe comic book issues 26 and 27, first printing. (27 pts.)
Who killed the Hard Master? (3 pts.)
Something that is identifiable from Malta. (11 pts.)
a tower 30' high that must a) be stable (very important!), and b) have a lit red light bulb at the top (bonus if the light blinks). (75 pts., +12 bonus pts.)
Get attention from the local or national media. (30 pts., +50 bonus pts. for national media)
A signed letter, on stationery, from a Chicago political official mentioned in "Operation: Silver Shovel" promising to be a good boy, and offering to be a mole in the next FBI probe, "Operation: Silver Kielbasa." Bonus, as always, for Larry Bloom. (30 pts., 60 pts. for Larry)

As many Bibles placed by the Gideons as you can find. (.5 pts./Bible, 60 pts. maximum)
An intact human sphenoid bone. (17 pts.)
Rockinghorse people eating marshmallow pies, and, of course, the girl with kaleidoscope eyes. (30 pts.)

A team member eating something bigger than his/her head. (27 pts.)
An autographed picture of Jeff Smith, the Frugal Gourmet. (17 pts.)
A University official to tell us the story of Professor Throckmorton. (32 pts.)
A corpse. (15 pts.)
A soggy biscuit. (4 pts.)
A videotape of the movie "Infested" (also titled "Ticks"), with and a giant exploding rubber bug. (17 pts.)

someone being kissed under mistletoe. (19 pts.)
a regulation curling broom. (41 pts.)
A Civilization 1.12™ score greater than 100% for "Lothar, King of the Hill People" by 1920 AD. It must be a game from the Mac, bring in the disk. (20 pts.)

non-kosher dill pickles. (9 pts.)
a chocolate moose. (15 pts.)
A knit bodysuit covering the entire body in one piece, with a buttoning flap for the face. Pink yarn for the girls, baby blue for the boys. (65 pts.)
Grapes of Wrath. (5 pts.)
Hokey religions and ancient weapons. (18 pts.)
Demonstrate the John Popper home exercise regime. (17 pts.)
Accelerate a resident-head to ramming speed. (20 pts.)

A team member must do rapid-succession belly-button shots (i.e. liquid consumed from another's belly button) of tabasco sauce, lime juice, milk, and chicken soup from four of their teammates. Any lint discovered must also be consumed. (40 pts.)
Dueling Bozos (we will accept Mike Royko as a reasonable facsimile of Bozo). (60 pts.)
172. Name all the Forsaken from The Wheel of Time series. (2 pts.)
173. Where is Alex Krycek? (3 pts., be specific.)
174. Barbarian war-chieffan (complete with tribal dress, weapons, battle-cry, war paint, chain-mail underwear and helm of power.). (29 pts.)
175. Proof that you have successfully conducted covert electronic surveillance on the headquarters of another team—extra points for a hidden camera. (30 pts., +30 bonus points for the camera.)
176. A team member to dress as a professional wrestler named either a) Skippy the Human Tongue, b) Murray the Anemic Rhino, c) Captain Defenestration, or d) Earl Man. Be sure to include cape, mask and special wrestling move. (25 pts.)
177. An effigy of Tom Weingartner to be run through by a member of the University’s now-defunct varsity fencing team. (50 pts.)
178. Barbie and Ken in leather bondage gear. (17 pts.)
179. An Esperantist. (45 pts.)
180. A U of C alumna collecting unemployment. (25 pts.)
181. Bring us a sandwich from Mrs. Levi’s Deli, you’ll know which one. (15 pts.)
182. A copy of the MACHO WOMEN WITH GUNSM™ roleplaying game. (22 pts.)
183. A male able to flawlessly sing Bon Jovi lyrics w/o wincing. Songs to be specified by the judge on the day of the judging. (29 pts.)
184. Scale model of downtown Chicago skyline, including all major buildings. Replace the Stone Container building with a gigantic phallic structure. (37 pts.)
185. A positive pregnancy test. (10 pts., no magic marker.)
186. A persimmon. (18 pts.)
187. Library paste. (3 pts.)
188. Someone to do a handspring. (7 pts.)
189. Concert T-Shirts, all of which must be worn by one person. (1 pt/T-shirt, 30 pts. maximum)
190. An adult sized wooden coffin, suitable for use, and occupied by a team member resting peacefully for the duration of the page. (70 pts.)
191. A team member who can get off three shots in under six seconds. (23 pts.)
192. A Happening. (55 pts.)
193. Person to be dressed (and we do mean dressed) entirely and exclusively in fruit (Naked people holding oranges will not be accepted, The clothing must cover like a suit or dress, bonus for shoes and a hat). (45 pts.)
194. A pith helmet. (6 pts.)
195. Someone to play President William Henry Harrison’s funeral march on a kazoo. (17 pts.)
196. 10 pink plastic flamingo lawn ornaments and a lawn jockey painted to look like Hannah Gray. (45 pts.)
197. A killer tomato. (5 pts.)
198. An apparatus used by target shooters to launch clay pigeons being used to launch disc-shaped ARA brownies at the railroad tracks. (45 pts.)
199. An ass in a sling. (9 pts.)
200. A horde of highschool cheerleaders (at least 5) wearing matching cheerleading uniforms, with pom-poms, and cheering your team on to victory for the duration of the judged page. (9 pts. per cheerleader, 63 pts. maximum.)
201. A stiltsuit, be sure to include all functions mentioned in Frank Herbert’s Dune. (45 pts.)
202. A self-portrait of Dr. Winston O’Boogie. (34 pts.)
203. According to Robert Heinlein, who is the Man from Mars? (1 pt.)
204. Lifesize cut out of a professor from the Social Sciences and the depicted prof to pose with. (Less is more.) (27 pts.)
205. Tension and release (make it good.). (6 pts.)
206. A bean-filled whackbonk. (7 pts.)
207. No fear. No stuntman. No equal. (0-45 pts., make it good, very good.)
208. A fringe-dweller. (9 pts.)
209. A Bar Van van, Bar-Van. (60 pts.)
210. Reserve book due before last Thursday. (35 pts.)
211. The May 3rd issue of the Tennessean (27 pts.)
212. A book-signing. A published book (not an article), and the author (not contributor or editor) to sign copies. Bonus points if the book is non-academic in nature. (45 pts., +20 pts.)
213. A Power PC chip, no motherboard, just the microprocessor. (30 pts.)
214. A fish hook, an open eye. (7 pts.)
215. The Xandria™ Collection Catalogue. (4 pts.)
216. The invisible severed hand of Ted Chapin, former Director of Housing. (1 pt.)
217. A hula dancer with a hula hoop drinking hula punch. Don’t forget the grass skirt, the lei, the coconut bra, and, of course, the music and the dancing. (28 pts.)
218. A rotary-dial telephone. (17 pts.)
219. A Franciscan monk and a Carmelite nun playing patio cake, must be dressed in classic robe or habit. (45 pts.)
220. A deck of playing cards from an airline out of business. (23 pts.)
221. A rendering of the new James Bond villain "Goldenbust." (10 pts.)
222. A newspaper box front insert card from the Atlanta Journal reading "News for Kids" (26 pts.)
223. A bottle of Ed's Beer™. (7 pts.)
224. Shit on a shingle and bug juice to be consumed in mass quantities in front of the judge. (26 pts.)
225. A ticket to a Braves home game versus Philadelphia. (40 pts.)
226. Who are the demolition experts working in Olympic Village? (24 pts.)
227. A bottle of Ed's Beer™. (7 pts.)
228. Shit on a shingle and bug juice to be consumed in mass quantities in front of the judge. (26 pts.)
229. The remains of a tractor trailer blowout. (35 pts.)
230. A copy of the Cleveland Daily Banner. (21 pts.)
231. An Oompaloompa and a Golden Ticket. (29 pts.)
232. What is the bronze statue outside the Atlanta Underground? (19 pts.)
233. An Olympic Edition™ Coke bottle (27 pts.)
234. A coin cup from the Aztar™ Casino (29 pts.)
235. Magnum P.I., complete with mustache, sandals, Hawaiian shirt, tan, and a real fake gun. (Bonus points for a Ferrari (the life-size card). (20 pts. + 80 pts.)
236. Receipts (from either the Co-Op or Barnes & Noble) for books this quarter (required reading only) totaling greater than $500, and of course the syllabi from these courses (5 courses maximum). (60 pts.)
237. A team member with hiccoughs for the duration of the page to be cured in a radically extreme and inappropriate manner. (12 pts.)
238. Which Spanish saint, famous for his works against the Adoptionist heresy, talks about the four fecund breasts of the Lord... (4 pts.)
239. Pictures of George Clooney, Mickey Rooney, The Goonies, and a moonie. (8 pts.)
240. The third degree. A BA, an MA, and a PhD awarded separately to one person. All degrees must be from the University of Chicago. (68 pts.)
241. A Mandelbrat. (17 pts.)
242. UHF Soundtrack and a postcard from the ball of twine reading "Greetings from the Twice Ball-Wish You Were Here" (27 pts.)
243. A convincing endorsement of Pat Buchanan (keep in mind that he threatened to take away my Financial Aid). (2000 pts.)
244. Who is outside the American Saddlebred Horse Association Museum and Offices, and why are they famous? (24 pts.)
245. What is written on the spigot valve of the director's toilet in the Oriental Institute? (capitalization counts.). (15 pts.)
246. A phrenology chart to be drawn on someone's head from memory, you may only use a blue magic marker, and we must be able to see it (i.e. no intervening hair). (55 pts.)
247. Jack Daniels™ whiskey ice cream, unmelted. (40 pts.)
248. Fake wanted posters for Scavenger Hunt judges (up 4 different judges, points awarded on relative unusualness and appropriateness of crimes (use stuff like treason, not "Hyde Park crimes," and make it good.). (4 pts/poster)
249. A chubby hubby, some wavy gravy, a white Russian, an Aztec harvest and a cherry Garcia. (45 pts.)
250. A 10x12 shack containing a math student who hates technology and writes dirty rhymes about the women who have rejected him, and wears a hooded sweatshirt, Ray-Bans™, and a bandana. (100 pts.)
251. Three team members each with a pane from Hieronymous Bosch's "Garden of Earthly Delights" painted on their bodies. (66 pts.)
252. A slumber party, complete with lots of pillows, pajamas, hot dogs, itching powder, and Truth or Dare. (35 pts.)
275. In the country/ and in the city/ we have the same ole riddle...Is this instrument a violin/or is it a fiddle? (21 pts.)
276. A copy of the Atlanta Key (20 pts.)
253. A bucket of liver and onions (18 pts.)
254. A closed circuit of PVC piping large enough to hold 30 gallons of water, be sure to include at least 3 "elbows" and one "T" junction. Bring the water separately, and pour it in for the judge. (63 pts.)
255. A yellow submarine. (9 pts.)
256. A suspension bridge linking the sides of the "Great Depression" in the Midway. It must be able to support one person crossing at a time. (200 pts.)
257. On what day did Jeff Peterson and Allison Dent visit the Jack Daniels distillery? (30 pts.)
258. What is a bung pick used for? (11 pts.)
259. A Dean Olds lunchbox illustrating important scenes from the "Dean Olds Saga." Bonus points for a Helmut Hoffer thermos. (12 pts., + 12 bonus pts.)
260. A 2-page essay detailing your team's fool-proof plans to take over the world using the Scavenger Hunt victory as a spring board. The essay will be collected by the Scavenger Hunt judges. (18 pts.)
261. A ball of silverware at least 6 inches in diameter. (25 pts.)
262. Dust bunnies. (4 pts.)
263. Tennis balls shaved to look like each member of the Bull's starting line-up. (20 pts.)
264. A depiction of Marty Stouffer's fate at the hands of "Wild America's" 'guest' animals (13 pts.)
265. A brochure from the Museum of Tobacco Art and History (31 pts.)
266. 2 swivel chairs on wheels, 2 cardboard packing tubes, and 2 members of the Society for Creative Anachronism. (40 pts.)
267. A Pritzker student to crawl on their belly like the worm that they are. (29 pts.)
268. A famous person look-alike (we must be able to instantly tell who they are). (28 pts.)
269. On Indiana State's baseball stadium outfield fence, what is advertised three billboards to the left of the Coke billboard? Get us an item identifiably associated with this advertiser. (12 pts. + 29 pts.)
334. Bungholio. (4 pts.)
270. What is the name of the airplane located in front of the Vigo County Courthouse? (19 pts.)
271. Where is Evansville's favorite dance spot? (21 pts.)
272. How many stones circle the four columns of the Evansville bicentennial memorial? (30 pts.)
273. Blue grass (21 pts.)
274. What colors are the stars on the Hank Williams Sr. Starwalk Plaque at the Grand Ole Opry Museum? (23 pts.)
275. A Marta token (15 pts.)
276. What is on top of the central column located in front of the Federal Reserve Bank in Atlanta? (22 pts.)
279. A full-sized flag (at least 3' x 4') from each state on the roadtrip, and the Olympic flag as well. (68 pts.)
280. An admission ticket to The World of Coca-Cola and an unopened can of Coke from the dispenser outside. (30 pts.)
281. An Izzyl doll (42 pts.)
282. Who founded Kentucky's Transylvania University, and when? (19 pts.)
284. A baseball card with faculty member on it. (7 pts.)
285. Where can you find Pontius Pilate, Jesus Christ, Jospeh of Arimathea, and The Virgin Mary on Street signs in the city of Chicago? (18 pts.)
286. What is item MQ001 in the Water Tower Sharpener Image and how much does it cost? (23 pts.)
287. A Chicago Yellow Pages from 1985. (22 pts.)
288. One of Tammy Faye Bakker's records on vinyl. (13 pts.)
289. A B-schooler with soul (or even a soul), include James Brown songs, activator, and chittlins. (27 pts.)
290. A Sputty Ball (7 pts.)
291. The theme song from The Simpsons played on a baulalalaika. (30 pts.)
292. Blood sausage, head cheese, tongue, and bleeding heart Jello. (21 pts.)
293. Screw the administration. (20 pts.)
294. Sierpinski cheese (20 pts.)
295. How much does the Liberty Bell weigh in Taco Bell Tacos? (27 pts.)
296. As many items as you can find whose names begin with "corn". (1 pt/item, 30 pts. maximum)
297. Proof of the Jordan Curve Theorem. (23 pts.)
298. A golf cart driven by a member of the English department wearing a push-up bra, pajamas with feet, and antennae. (63 pts.)
299. Tinikling. (34 pts.)
300. A rubbing of the engraved words "Michigan Boulevard" found on Michigan Avenue. (20 pts.)
301. A bawdy limerick about Hugo Sonnenschein (make it good). (10 pts.)
302. Gravy libation. (20 pts.)
303. The Filipino national anthem translated into English and sung in the style of a Broadway show tune. (19 pts.)
304. Vittles. (7 pts.)
305. Who won this year's Finnish Beer-Drinking Championships, and what was his time for .04 liters? (7 pts.)
306. A hat identifiably from Billy Goat's Tavern (17 pts.)
307. A list of 101 pranks Gleek and the Wonder Twins could pull at the University of Chicago. (32 pts.)
308. The latest issue of the Maroson™, perforated and put on a toilet paper roll (19 pts.)
309. A leech, attached and sucking. (40 pts.)
310. Who originated the idea for the carving at Stone Mountain? (21 pts.)
311. What Olympic events are being held just outside Cleveland? (30 pts.)
312. Vanilla Ice. (6 pts.)
313. What is written in orange spray paint across the road from the Chattanooga Railroad Museum? (36 pts.)
314. Who is the tenant in shop 47 in the CNN Center, Atlanta? (27 pts.)
315. A lap dancer doing a real life lap dance. (48 pts.)
316. We want the funk. Give us the funk. (7 pts.)
317. An elevator ticket to the Jefferson Davis Monument. (45 pts.)
318. Any movie paraphernalia from the Keanu Reeves/Morgan Freeman/New Fun Administration movie bearing the title "Dead Drop." (15 pts.)
319. A team member to model items purchased from Fredericks of Hollywood™. (23 pts.)
320. A member of the Christian Coalition spanning a member of the ACLU. (50 pts.)
321. Someone wearing a turn-of-the-century style fur greatcoat, a monocle, opera gloves, a top hat, spats, a cane and diapers, nothing else. Remember to affect a pompous British accent throughout the judging of the page. (36 pts.)
322. Something with tentacles. (6 pts.)
323. A team member's parent dressed up as "The Gimp" and tied to a chair for the duration of the page. (67 pts.)
324. A rubbing from the Confederate Soldiers Memorial in Lynchburg. (33 pts.)
325. Lottery Tickets from every state on the roadtrip. (30 pts.)
326. Ho' cakes. (11 pts.)
327. A Wealth of Nations that isn't blue and a Marx-Engels Reader that isn't red. (7 pts.)
328. Sax and violins. (21 pts.)
329. A cast member from Saturday Night Live we hear they'll work cheap. (160 pts.)
330. A copy of Plato's Republic with the "i's all dotted with little hearts. (35 pts.)
331. A piece of paraphrenelia from an all-girls private or parochial school whose mascot is a beaver. (24 pts.)
332. A menu from the Olympic Flame restaurant (15 pts.)
333. A lactating male. (45 pts.)
334. A CNN Talkback Live information sheet. (28 pts.)
335. A cock-fight. (12 pts.)
336. What's the secret ingredient in a flaming Homer? (1 pt.)
337. Shakespeare done with voices of Homer, Flanders, Mr. Burns, and Barney from The Simpsons. (15 pts.)
338. The largest bursar's bill that you can find. Points will be awarded on the basis of cash due the University, must be at least $100. (15 pts. for $100-500, 25 pts for $501-1000, 40 pts. $1001-2500, 65 pts. $2501+)
339. A Caffe Florian™ coffee mug that isn't stolen. (6 pts.)
340. Why did Northwestern's main library start to sink into the ground? (2 pts.)
341. A drive-by fruiting (your team must provide fruiters and victims.). (57 pts.)
342. A demented and surgically altered toy, like those seen in Toy Story. (11 pts.)
343. A copy of Pier Paolo Pasolini's Salo, or 120 Days of Sodom. (38 pts.)
344. A golf ball bearing the signature of Jimmy Carter (24 pts.)
345. Twenty-six items, each beginning with every letter of the alphabet A-Z. (40 pts.)
346. Something complimentary from the Omni Hotel, Atlanta, Georgia. (23 pts.)
347. Who is Dooley, and why is he important to Emory University? (18 pts.)
348. Bread in a bottle. (10 pts.)
349. Chutzpah. (7 pts.)
350. Something exactly 9"x4"x1", bonus if it's full of stars. (12 pts.)
351. A tongue-piercing. (80 pts.)